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The effect of the crystallinity and the grain texturing of CoPt hard layers on exchange coupled
Fe/CoPt soft/hard magnetic systems was studied using gradient thickness multilayer thin films. We
have studied the hard layer structures by transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction, and
characterized the exchange coupling interaction through magnetization loops obtained by the
magneto-optical Kerr effect measurement. We found that exchange coupling strongly depends on
the crystalline characteristics of the CoPt hard layer. There is correlation between the mixture of
different grain orientations of the CoPt hard layer and coupling efficiency. In particular, interlayer
coupling is enhanced when there is only one orientation, namely, the L10 CoPt structure with its
c-axis inclined at 45° with respect to the substrate plane. An increased degree of mixture of the latter
with the in-plane-c-axis L10 CoPt structure is detrimental to obtaining one-phase-like magnetization
loops. The present work points to the importance of controlling the crystalline properties of the hard
layer in order to enhance the maximum energy product �BH�max in hard/soft nanocomposite
magnets. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3068330�

Magnetic thin film multilayers are ubiquitous in a variety
of device structures such as magnetic tunnel junctions and
magnetic recording media, and exchange coupling between
layers critically determines the overall behavior of the de-
vices. Previously, soft/hard magnetic bilayers have also been
used as a simple one-dimensional model for studying the
properties of exchange-coupled nanocomposite magnets.1,2

Exchange coupling between the hard magnetic phase
and the soft magnetic phase is the key to enhance maximum
energy product ��BH�max� �Refs. 2–14� of such magnets.
However, currently reported experimental �BH�max values of
exchange-coupled bulk magnets are far below the theoreti-
cally predicted ones. This suggests that the coupling behav-
ior between the hard and the soft magnet needs to be im-
proved. In order to achieve better coupling, the effects of
various factors such as interface conditions,15,16 soft-hard
volume fraction,17 microstructures,18–23 etc., have been in-
vestigated. There have been some theoretical and empirical
works carried out to elucidate how these factors can alter the
coupling mechanism.24–28 However, there has been limited
work on the effect of grain texturing.29

In this report, we investigate the effects of the hard layer
crystallinity and grain texturing on the exchange coupling
between hard/soft magnetic bilayers. The thin film bilayers
are useful for systematically studying the effect of precisely
controlled thicknesses, and the epitaxial growth allows for

the investigation of the role of crystal orientation and struc-
ture as previously reported.5,7,30,31 We used the high-
throughput gradient approach,32,33 where a large number of
samples with continuously changing thicknesses are fabri-
cated and measured simultaneously. This allows us to rapidly
and systematically investigate the effect of one parameter at
a time. To study the hard layer crystallinity and grain-
texturing effects, we fixed the other parameters such as the
interface roughness, the hard layer thickness, and the degree
of interdiffusion between the layers. This method provides
systematic information necessary to delineate the subtle
variation in the behavior of exchange coupling as a function
of the hard layer crystallinity and grain texturing. Fe was
used as the soft layer which has a large saturation magneti-
zation and low Hc, and CoPt was used as the hard layer
which has a high Hc and low saturation magnetization. Fe/
CoPt soft/hard magnetic bilyer thin films were deposited in a
high-vacuum combinatorial electron-beam �e-beam� deposi-
tion chamber �with the base pressure �3�10−8 Torr�. The
chamber has two e-beam guns with two movable copper cru-
cibles, each of which contains six pockets for metal targets,
and two computer-controlled movable shadow masks. This
allows us to deposit up to 36 different combinations of me-
tallic layers without breaking the vacuum on 1.5�1.5 cm2

substrate. By synchronizing the motion of the shadow masks
with the evaporation rates of the targets, we can fabricate
thin films in precisely controlled areas, with controlled com-
positions, and gradient thickness in two perpendicular direc-a�Electronic mail: ohguchi@mail.umd.edu.
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tions. The advantage of this technique is that we can grow
multiple samples on an individual chip under the same set of
conditions, which reduce subtle run-to-run variations in the
conditions, and we can perform systematic and high-
throughput studies. In this experiment, simple bilayer
samples with gradient thickness in one direction were fabri-
cated.

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional schematic of a typical
design of the Fe/CoPt soft/hard bilayer gradient sample. The
top Fe layer has a stepwise gradient thickness. In this work,
we studied three gradient samples, A, B, and C, whose dif-
ference is in their CoPt crystallinity. CoPt films were grown
epitaxially on MgO �110� substrates, after deposition of a
1-nm-thick Pt buffer layer at 500 °C �not shown�. Then a
30-nm-thick CoPt hard layer was deposited at 450 °C on
sample A and at 500 °C on samples B and C. Sample C was
then annealed at 500 °C for 15 min in vacuum, while sample
B was not. All three samples were cooled down to room
temperature before the deposition of the Fe soft layer. The Fe
soft layer was deposited with a stepwise thickness gradient
from 0 to approximately 10 nm over 10 mm, which is the
length of each sample chip. To prevent oxidization, the gra-
dient samples were capped with a 5–8-nm-thick Au layer
�not shown�. The stepwise Fe thickness �tFe� gradient allows
us to systematically determine the critical Fe thickness to
obtain an ideal hard-soft layer exchange coupling. Previ-
ously, we have used this technique to delineate the depen-
dence of the exchange length on the soft magnetic
parameters.28

Crystallinity and the out-of-plane orientation of the epi-
taxially grown CoPt hard layers were studied by a Bruker D8
x-ray diffractometer �XRD� with an area detector using
Cu K� radiation �0.154 18 nm�. The pole figure measure-
ments were performed to establish the relative epitaxial rela-
tions between the CoPt layer and the MgO substrate. The
microstructure of the CoPt hard layer was studied using
transmission electron microscopy �TEM�. Magnetic hyster-
esis �M-H� loops were obtained using the magneto-optical
Kerr effect �MOKE� measurement. Our MOKE set up uses a
635 nm laser �Blue Sky Research, CLAS-635–025-WL00�,
whose beam diameter is focused down to less than 0.5 mm,
which is smaller than the step width of the Fe thickness
gradient, and fixed throughout a set of measurement. The
relatively small beam spot together with a movable sample
stage allows us to measure many spots with different Fe
thicknesses across each gradient sample in a relatively short
period of time. �This sentence here is OK.� The magnet for
the MOKE set up can apply up to 2 T, which is large enough
to magnetically saturate our CoPt hard layers. It is important
to note that MOKE is a surface sensitive measurement, and

the penetration depth of the laser for the samples studied here
was empirically determined to be about 10 nm.

Given the lattice match between the MgO substrate and
the CoPt hard layer, two different types of CoPt L10 structure
orientations can be epitaxially grown on MgO�110�: one with
its c-axis inclined at �45° with respect to the substrate plane
�type-I orientation� and another with its c-axis in the sub-
strate plane �type-II orientation�.34,35 Figures 2�a� and 2�b�
show the typical crystal structures of fcc MgO and fct CoPt,
respectively. In Fig. 2�c�, the MgO �110� plane is rotated 45°
along the c-axis of the MgO substrate so as to facilitate the
visualization of the film growth configuration in the MgO
�110� direction. This also helps to visualize, in the actual
system, the magnetic easy axis �c-axis� of type-I orientation,

whose in-substrate-plane projection is parallel to MgO �11̄0�
and that of type-II orientation, which is parallel to MgO
�001�.

Figure 3 shows the �-2� XRD patterns of the CoPt hard
layer in the three samples. Patterns of samples A–C are in-
dicated by colors red, blue, and green, respectively. At
around 33.3°, samples B and C show the CoPt �110� peak
with a higher intensity than the same peak in sample A. The
CoPt �110� peak comes from type-II orientation only. This
clearly shows the difference in the CoPt structure in each
sample, indicating that samples B and C have a larger
amount of type-II grains than sample A does. At around 71°,
a high-intensity broad peak is observed for all three samples.
This is the overlapping of the CoPt �220� peak, which is
associated with grains with type-II orientation, and the CoPt
�202� peak, which is associated with grains with type-I ori-
entation. The inset shows the peak at around 71° more
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the typical sample design.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Typical crystal structures of �a� fcc MgO and �b� fct
CoPt. �c� The MgO �110� plane is rotated 45° along c-axis of MgO. Green
and blue arrows are easy axis �c-axis� of type-I orientation and type-II
orientation.
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clearly. The change in the peak shape and their peak position
shift is attributed to changes in the structure and the relative
volume fraction in the mixture of grains with the two orien-
tations.

A pole figure XRD analysis was performed to investigate
the in-plane epitaxial relationship between the MgO sub-
strate and the CoPt thin film �Fig 4�. The CoPt �201� planes
of type-I orientation and type-II orientaitions, and the MgO
�200� plane were observed at � angles of 16.3°, 49.8°, and
43.5°, respectively. A twofold symmetry is seen for MgO
�200� �gray spots� at the same � angles for CoPt �201� of
type-I orientation �green spots�. CoPt �201� of type-II orien-
tation �blue spots� appears symmetrically on either side of
the MgO �200� peaks. The � angle between type-I and
type-II of CoPt �201� planes is �36.7° as measured from the
pole figure. This value agrees well with the expected inter-
planar angle of 36.0°, which can be estimated using the lit-
erature values of the lattice parameters, namely, a
=0.380 300 nm and c=0.370 100 nm.36 Because type-I and
type-II reflections are observed as well-defined peaks rather
than a ring at the expected � angle, an epitaxial relationship
between the MgO �110� substrate and the CoPt thin film is
confirmed.

To estimate the volume fraction of each type of orienta-
tion, we looked at �-2� XRD scans. The idea is to find a set
of planes that allows us to see peaks coming from the two
types of grain orientations separately: the same indexed peak
would appear separately in the reciprocal space coming from
different grain orientations. As shown in Fig. 5, for each
sample, we have used the CoPt �201� peaks for the two grain
orientations. The volume fraction V for each orientation, I or
II, was calculated as

VI,II =
peak areaI,II

�peak areaI� + �peak areaII�
.

Here, peak area is the integrated peak area in the spectrum.
The peak intensity of the CoPt �201� coming from type-II
orientation is very weak for sample A It is slightly stronger
for sample B, and well pronounced for sample C �see Figs.
5�a�–5�c� for samples A–C, respectively�. This results in a
decrease in VI and an increase of VII as seen in Table I. This
indicates that the CoPt hard layer goes from mostly consist-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� XRD patterns of samples A �red�, B �green�, and C
�blue�. Inset: magnification of the mixed peak region.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Pole figure of the CoPt �201� of type-I orientation
�green� and type-II orientation �blue� on the MgO �110� substrate, together
with the MgO �200� �gray�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �-2� XRD patterns of the CoPt �201� peaks of type-I
orientation and type-II orientation of each sample.

TABLE I. Volume fraction of type-I orientation grains �VI� and type-II
orientation grains �VII� in each sample.

Sample A Sample B Sample C

VI �1 0.84 0.54
VII �0 0.16 0.45
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ing of type-I grains in sample A to being a more balanced
mixture in sample C.

Figure 6 shows typical TEM cross-sectional images
taken along �001� of the MgO substrate. The images are from
sample B, but the main features seen in the images are rep-
resentative of all three samples. The dark field image in Fig.
6�a� shows a Fe/CoPt system with a low interface roughness.
This reduces uncertainties coming from the orange peel
effect18 and simplifies the one-dimensional analysis. In Fig.
6�b�, a high-resolution image shows the MgO �200� and
MgO �020� lattice planes, as well as the CoPt �002� and/or
the CoPt �200� lattice plane of type-I and/or type-II grains,
respectively. The spacing of the CoPt �002� planes in type-I
grains and the CoPt �200� planes in type-II grains are 0.1848
and 0.1908 nm, respectively. This similarity in value makes
it difficult to distinguish the orientations by simply studying
the images. There is a clear MgO/CoPt interface, and there is
no sign of discontinuity of the lattice planes. This confirms
the epitaxial growth of the CoPt hard layer.

From dark field images and high-resolution images of
several Fe/CoPt systems including Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, we
conclude the typical root mean square surface roughness is
less than 1 nm, which is small enough compared with our
laser penetration depth of MOKE. Therefore, the effect of the
interface roughness on the M-H hysteresis loops obtained
using MOKE �discussed later� should be negligible.

The two CoPt grain orientations have different magnetic
easy axes relative to the substrate, whose combination leads
to the effective easy axis of each sample. Our CoPt hard
layers have larger fractions of type-I orientation grain than
type-II orientation grain fraction �see Table I�. To empirically
determine the effective easy axis, we measured the M-H
loops for external field applied along two MgO directions:

�11̄0� and �001� �see Fig. 7�. Type-I orientation has a sub-

strate in-plane projection parallel to MgO �11̄0�, and that of
type-II orientation is parallel to MgO �001�. The M-H loop

obtained with the applied external field along the �001� di-
rection has a smaller Hc and increasing magnetization even
after the loop is closed, indicating that this direction is the
hard axis. On the other hand, the M-H loop obtained with the

applied external field along the �11̄0� direction has a larger
Hc and saturated magnetization when the loop is closed, in-
dicating that this direction is the easy axis. All M-H loops
shown in the rest of this were obtained by applying the mag-

netic field along the �11̄0� direction of the MgO substrate.
An ideally exchange-coupled hard/soft magnetic systems

shows a one-phase-like square M-H loop. We use this as a
qualitative measure of good coupling interaction. In contrast,
a nonideal exchange-coupled magnet exhibits a nonsquare
one-phase-like or two-phase-like M-H loop with a step
and/or deflection in the shape of the loop. We use occurrence
of such features as indication of nonideal coupling interac-
tion �even if the system has a high coercive field�. This could
be due to nonuniform coupling interaction, where the local
coupling behavior might depend on the structure of the hard
layer.

In order to study the exchange coupling of many spots
on each sample, where each spot has a different Fe thickness
�tFe�, we took an M-H loop at each spot on each sample
using MOKE and plotted them together in Figs. 8�a�–8�c� for
samples A–C, respectively. ��a�–�c� need to come first, please
rearrange the figure.�

To confirm that the exchange coupling behavior we are
deducing with MOKE from each individual spot area pro-
vides an accurate description of the magnetic properties of
the interface region of the local soft/hard bilayer, we have
compared the MOKE M-H loops with M-H loops taken us-
ing a vibrating sample magnetometer �VSM�. In particular,
we cut sample A into two pieces and measured the piece
where the tFe is more than 10 nm. The M-H loops taken
using the VSM and the MOKE are normalized and plotted
together in Fig. 8�d�. The coercive field of two M-H loops
appears at H�3 kG in both curves �this does not look like 3
kG to me, do you mean more like �2 kG? are you talking
about the “nucleation,”? I thought we always called this
nucleation?�, and the general shapes of the curves are in
good agreement with each other. The difference in two M-H
loops occurs as a deflection at a higher field seen in the VSM
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FIG. 6. �a� A cross-sectional dark field image and �b� cross-sectional high-
resolution image of sample B.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Normalized M-H hysteresis loops measured with

applied field along the MgO �001� �blue� and the MgO �11̄0� �green�. Inset:
easy axis of type-I orientation grains �green� and type-II orientation grains
�blue�.
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curve. The relevant difference between the MOKE measure-
ment and the VSM measurement is the measurement depth.
Namely, the entire thickness of the sample is measured by
VSM, but only the surface region is probed by MOKE.
Therefore, the difference between two M-H loops is indicat-
ing a presence of a weekly coupled or decoupled CoPt hard
layer in the region deeper than the penetration depth of the
laser ��10 nm� used in this study. Since the thickness of the
hard layer �30 nm� used in this study is more than the typical
domain wall width of the CoPt hard magnet, it is reasonable

to have different magnetic behaviors in a single CoPt hard
layer.

�Is this like a two-phase behavior inside CoPt? Then we
should say this—and also, is this really true that our CoPt
individual film is not single phase like?� Thus, the surface
sensitivity of MOKE allows us to selectively study the bi-
layer interface region where the exchange coupling takes
place.

To study the exchange coupling behavior in each sample,
M-H loops of samples with different Fe thickness tFe were
obtained and plotted together in Figs. 8�a�–8�c� for samples
A–C, respectively. Because the penetration depth of the laser
beam used in our MOKE system is �10 nm, in general, the
thinner tFe is, the weaker the magnetic contribution of the Fe
soft layer to the shape of the M-H loops is. For very thin
layer of Fe tFe�1 nm, most of the signal in the MOKE
measurement comes from the hard layer. The M-H loops
from the thinnest Fe layer �tFe�1 nm� region gives informa-
tion about magnetic behavior of the CoPt hard layer. Figure 8
shows variation of the coercive field of the CoPt hard layer
of each sample. The coercive field of the CoPt layer is 5, 11,
and 13 kG for samples A, B, and C, respectively. This in-
crease in the coercive field of the CoPt layer is directly cor-
related with increase in VII and increase in the mixture of two
types of orientations �Table I�. The increase in VII and the
mixture of the two orientations also enhances the two-phase-
like behavior of the CoPt layer �see Fig. 8�. Namely, an extra
small first step seen in the magnetization curves during mag-
netic reversal gets more pronounced as the grain orientation
mixture increases. As seen in Fig. 8, Sample A shows a one-
phase-like CoPt M-H loop behavior, but sample C shows a
clear two-phase-like CoPt M-H loop behavior.

As tFe increases, all three samples show decrease in their
coercive field attributed to the softening of the CoPt hard
layer. To further understand the magnetic behavior of the
entire system, we define two quantities. Hc_small, which is the
smaller applied external field at which first maximum slope
of the M-H loops appears, and Hc_large, which is the largest
applied external field at which second maximum slope of the
M-H loops appears �see Fig. 8�. Because of the increasing
degree of demagnetization as a function of increasing tFe, it
is evident that the first demagnetization region of the two-
phase-like M-H loops corresponds to the Fe contribution to
the total magnetization and that Hc_small represents the coer-
cive field of the Fe soft layer. Thus, monitoring the position
of the Hc_small provides a means to characterize the behavior
of the soft layer. Hc_large is associated with the behavior of
the CoPt hard phase.

Figure 9 shows Hc_small and Hc_large versus tFe for each
sample. In general, Hc_large decreases with increasing tFe due
to the softening of the CoPt hard layer. This variation is more
pronounced in samples B and C, whose CoPt hard layers are
mixture of grains with the two types of orientations. Sample
A has Hc_small=Hc_large, which is a sign of strong coupling
interaction. This sample has only one grain orientation. As
already mentioned, an increase in the mixture of the two
CoPt orientations is also correlated with the appearance of
the two-phase-like behavior in samples B and C. In sample
B, despite showing a decrease in Hc_small with increasing tFe,
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Normalized M-H hysteresis loops of various Fe soft
layer thicknesses tFe on the CoPt hard layer. The thickness of the Fe soft
layer tFe �nm� is indicated by color legend added on �a�. In parenthesis:
growth condition of the CoPt hard layer and volume fraction of type-II
orientation grains. �d� M-H hysteresis loops of sample A obtained using
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comparison.
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Hc_small values are high and change considerably as tFe in-
creases. These are signs of a relatively weak coupling. For
sample C, Hc_small do not decrease with increasing tFe. The Fe
layer seems to have a nonuniform interaction and follows the
behavior of the part of the CoPt layer associated with the first
demagnetization only. In addition, Hc_small values are the
lowest. These observations indicate that sample C has the
weakest coupling among the three samples. It is clear that the
overall exchange coupling behavior of a system strongly de-
pends on the CoPt structure, and in particular, on the degree
of mixture of its grain orientations.

Suzuki et al.37,38 previously reported that the exchange
constant Aint, which is the measure of the strength of the
exchange coupling, strongly depends on the crystallinity of
the magnetic bilayer system. In their report, they discussed
Aint of the single-crystalline sample with no grain mixture
and the polycrystalline sample with significant grain mixtur-
ing. They observed a two order of magnitude smaller Aint for
the polycrystalline bilayer system compared to that for the
single-crystalline bilayer system. This decrease in Aint can be
the reason why the exchange coupling of our soft/hard bi-
layer systems becomes weaker with a higher degree of mix-
ture of grain orientations.

In summary, Fe/CoPt soft/hard magnetic bilayers were
grown on MgO �110� substrates. Epitaxial growth of CoPt
hard layers studied in this work consisted of two directional
L10 orientations; type-I �101�, with its easy axis along MgO
�100� and type-II �110�, with its easy axis along MgO �001�.
The volume fraction of each grain orientation was varied by
changing the deposition temperature and the heat treatment
of the hard layer. An increase in the squareness of the CoPt
hard layer magnetic loop is observed when only type-I ori-
entation grains are present. The presence of the single phase
grain orientation resulted in the best coupling between the
CoPt hard layer and the Fe soft layer giving rise to the one-
phase-like magnetization loops. When the fraction of type-II
orientation grain �or equivalently the mixture of grain orien-
tations� is increased, magnetization loops of the CoPt hard
layer exhibit a two-phase-like behavior. The latter is accen-
tuated when the Fe layer is present, indicating that interlayer
coupling is nonuniform. The coupling behavior might de-
pend on the local coercive field of the hard layer. Thus, sup-
pressing the mixture of the two types of grain orientations is

beneficial to the enhancement of ideal exchange coupling
interaction. In order to increase the maximum energy product
�BH�max, it is crucial to have one-phase-like magnetic loops
with high coercive fields. Therefore, one should not only
focus on increasing the coercive field of the hard phase but
also on monitoring the squareness of its magnetization loop.
One can attain this by tuning the crystalline characteristics of
the hard phase to maximize the coupling efficiency.

This work was supported by the ONR/MURI under
Grant No. N00014-05-1-0497.
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